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Design – to plan out in systematic form

Development – process in which something passes by degrees to a more advanced or mature stage
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“It’s a speed thing.”

“Technology-focused design enhances the overall product.” 

“Time is money.”

You’ve heard it all – emphasizing that today, it is becoming increasingly important for
original equipment manufacturers to be involved, as early as possible, with a partner
 that can provide industrial design and design for manufacture services along with
manufacturing through distribution capabilities – and all under one roof.

The in-house design development team at Phillips Plastics Corporation® provides
full-service capabilities which support the earliest possible involvement in the develop-
ment process. When involved early enough in the process, Phillips’ development team is 
able to create solutions that result in the highest possible quality, reduced program costs, 
shorter time-to-market, and greater total program value. In addition, Phillips’ team will 
partner with independent or in-house design firms as the manufacturing provider to aid 
in designs which are optimum for manufacture of complex processes such as multi-shot 
molding, magnesium injection molding, and metal injection molding.
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The traditional development process involves distinct phases –
design, engineering, prototyping, and production. Most often these 
steps take place sequentially, and some duties are performed by 
separate companies. As a result, the traditional process can lend
itself to disconnect, extended lead times, and higher overall
program cost.

Traditional Development Process

At Phillips Plastics Corporation®, the process is accelerated due to the 
in-house, cross-functional team involvement throughout the phases of 
the development process.

Phillips Plastics’ Integrated Development Process

Program Management

Prototyping Tooling

Refi nementInvestigation
Exploration

Design Engineering ProductionDesign Engineering Prototyping Production
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Investigation
During the investigation phase, the goal is to establish project guidelines and
uncover user needs. This phase precedes every development program and is
essential in gathering and documenting information for the program.

Typical Activities in the Investigation Phase:

· Assemble cross-functional teams
· Conduct analogous and competitive product research
· Conduct user observation and feedback activities
· Ergonomic analysis
· User interface studies
· Visual trends mapping
· Contextual observations

Program Management

Prototyping Tooling

Refi nementInvestigation
Exploration

Design Engineering Production
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“Fully utilizing Phillips’ design capabilities
  cannot be oversold.” 

Steve Ruskewicz, Director of Mechanical Engineering, 
Aradigm Corporation

10
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O ften referred to as concept ideation or concept generation, the exploration phase 
involves defining the concept direction for the program.

Typical Activities in the Exploration Phase:

· Brainstorming
· Concept ideation
· Manufacturing option exploration
· Physical model construction
· Develop two-dimensional orthographic and cross-sectional studies
· Create preliminary three-dimensional CAD models

Exploration

Program Management

Prototyping Tooling

Refi nementInvestigation
Exploration

Design Engineering Production
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“Phillips Plastics is a proactive supplier that
  strives to engage with the customer early in the
  design and development process and remains 
  engaged to communicate openly, provide
  quality data from Phillips’ processes, and seeks
  opportunities to improve responsiveness, 
  reduce cost, and create value.” 

BAE Systems Mechanical Engineer
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Program Management

Prototyping Tooling

Refi nementInvestigation
Exploration

Design Engineering Production

In the refinement phase, a virtual and physical representation of the established
concept direction is developed with a focus on designing for manufacture and
assembly.

Typical Activities in the Refinement Phase:

· Finalize manufacturing approach and molding requirements
· Develop three-dimensional database
· Prepare preliminary cost estimates
· Conduct proof of concept user observation and feedback analysis
· Material selection
· Conduct Moldflow® and fi nite element analysis (FEA) evaluations
· Create functional models
· Conduct team design reviews
· Conduct mechanical testing

Refi nement

O ffering yet another service for
customers during the development phase

of their program, The Lab at Phillips Plastics
provides testing capabilities to evaluate your

product ’s intended performance in the marketplace. 
From functional and material testing to temperature, ure, 
drop, and immersion testing, Phillips’ test engineersPhillips’ test engi

are specialists in their fi eld. With state-of-the-art testalists in their fi eld. W
equipment under the same roof as industry leadingequip

 advanced development technologies at theevelopment technologies at the
Company’s Design Development Center, design changesCompany’s D

can quick ly be made in response to test results, saving
valuable time and overall program costs. In addition, 

Phillips’ test engineers collaborate with independent ineers collaborate with indepe
test labs and other in-house resources tot t
augment The Labs’ capabilities to suit the

needs of the customer.

The Lab
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“Phillips’ lead designer worked with me on a
  daily basis to make sure our design could be
  manufactured. Phillips clearly supported the
  look we wanted, and in their surface data work,
  kept the design we provided.”

Chris Barrow, Industrial Designer, Insync Design    
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Prototyping solutions are utilized to verify fully 
developed concepts for manufacturability, facilitate extremely 
accelerated verification time frames, and can help achieve significant 
reductions in development costs. Phillips Plastics’ prototyping capabilities 
provide the following: proof of concept and performance; user and time studies; 
verification of production manufacturing assembly lines; engineering builds; fit, form, 
and function testing; and clinical trials.  Working with Phillips’ engineering services will 
help ensure you choose the best prototype option for your program.

Various Prototyping Options O ffered by Phillips Plastics:

· Models – Machined, cast urethane, stereolithography (SLA), and fused deposition
  modeling (FDM)
· Level 1 Prototype – RPTech™ when you “need parts fast”
 - Part area up to 70 in2 aluminum or P-20, manual side actions
· Level 2 Prototype 
   - Allows more complex geometry and larger part sizes than RPTech
 - Aluminum or P-20, manual, or automatic side actions
· Level 3 Prototype – Market-entry/pilot 
   - A great option for low volume or scaling up for high volume
 - P-20 or hardened steel, automatic side actions

Pre-Pilot/Development

During the pre-pilot or development phase of the product life cycle, Phillips supports 
limited runs while multi-cavity tools are being manufactured at one of the Company ’s 
manufacturing facilities.  Developmental resources are always available to support 
these lower volume runs, providing fl exibility, while saving time and money before 
production tool steel is cut.

Prototyping

Program Management

Prototyping Tooling

Refi nementInvestigation
Exploration

Design Engineering Production
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“This is going to improve our time-to-market
  and save us money because we were able to
  prototype this for considerably less than we
  could build a mold.”   

Nate Nearman, Design Engineer, Daktronics 
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Phillips Plastics’ program management offers an effi cient conduit for communication 
by utilizing cross-functional experts facilitating shortened time-to-market. Cohesive 
customer/supplier partnerships are formed to determine alternative solutions for part 
design optimization and cost-saving manufacturing opportunities.

Phillips Plastics’ Program Managers Provide:

· Seamless flow-through from concept to production
· Coordination and support of programs that may involve multiple
  tools, technologies, and facilities
· Efficient internal and external communication
· Primary customer contact for overall program specifics
· Global, customer-oriented perspective
· Cross-functional teams including customers, designers, engineers,
  manufacturing, and suppliers

Program Management

Program Management

Prototyping Tooling

Refi nementInvestigation
Exploration

Design Engineering Production
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“I had prior experience with Phillips and they are
  a fi rst class supplier. Phillips was engaged early
  in the product design process. This ensured that
  we achieved the most effective component
  and system design with respect to design for 
  manufacturability and assembly (DFM/DFA),
  process control, and component cost. Phillips is
  a one-stop-shop and the Company’s diversifi ed
  capabilities were a huge benefi t to us.”

Kevin Schmid, Vice President of Manufacturing, Insulet
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Understanding the value of having a single source providing development through 
production services under one roof, Phillips offers cross-functional experts in the areas 
of tooling and production to ensure that components are tooled and molded to the 
highest quality and lowest cost possible. 

During all phases of the process, the ultimate focus is to design and build quality
production tooling in the least amount of time at a competitive cost. This will
enable the best components and, ultimately, products. Tooling capabilities include 
rapid prototype, market-entry, and production tooling. 

The production phase encompasses injection molding of plastic and metal from high 
or low volume production, large or small parts, and market considerations. Products 
are designed for manufacture and a refined manufacturing process ensures the
highest level of quality and process repeatability.

Tooling/Production

Program Management

Prototyping Tooling

Refi nementInvestigation
Exploration

Design Engineering Production
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“[Phillips] understands their fi eld very well,
  and [they] have tremendous expertise for
  manufacture and assembly of parts. Our group
  has a great appreciation for the need to design
  for manufacturing from the beginning, at the 
  ‘back of the envelope’.” 

Bill Atkinson, Director, Project Management,
Fallbrook Engineering
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Exploration
• Brainstorming
• Manufacturing Options
• Concept Ideation: Sketches, 2D Illustrations,

and Foam Models

Database Development
• Material Selection
• Cost Estimation
• Design Implementation: Detailed 

Part Design, Assembly Features, Bill 
of Materials, and Control Drawings

The Process

Investigation
• Team Creation
• Design Input – Product Specifi cation
• Research: Ergonomics, User Interface, Visual 

Trends, and Contextual Observation

Refi nement
• Concept Revisualization
• Manufacturing Method
• Finalization
• Concept Defi nition: Preliminary 3D CAD, 

Appearance Models, Preliminary Cost
Estimation, Value Assessment, and
Animation

Tooling/Production
• Tooling capabilities include rapid prototyping, 

market-entry, and production tooling
• Overseas tooling resources
• Injection molding of plastic, metal, ceramic, 

and silicone
• High and low volume capabilities
• Micro to large components

Prototyping Options
• Stereolithography (SLA)
• Machined Models
• Urethane Castings
• RPTech™

• Market-Entry Tooling

Design Verifi cation
• Moldfl ow® Studies
• Finite Element Analysis (FEA)
• Physical Product Testing
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Design Through Distribution: Phillips’ Competitive Edge

• Molding capabilities including high and low volume molding, micro molding, insert
molding, medical molding, metal injection molding, magnesium injection molding,
multi-shot molding, ceramic injection molding, and silicone injection molding

• Materials evaluation, analysis, and testing
• Value-added services: assembly, packaging, and sterilization
• Secondary decorating
• Secondary operations
• Tooling
• RPTech™ (Rapid Process Technologies) – rapid tooling when you need parts fast, with lead 

times measured in days 
• Extensive internal resources resulting in a one-stop-shop and expertise in all phases of

design for manufacture and design for assembly
• Compatibility and availability of Alias, Ashlar Cobalt, CATIA® V5, PTC – Pro/ENGINEER,

UGS – NX, SolidWorks
• Simulation analysis experts utilizing Moldflow® and ANSYS® software
• Project management offering seamless communications from cross-functional teams and a 

primary contact for customers
• Established in 1964, Phillips Plastics is a privately held custom injection molder of plastic, 

ceramic, silicone, and metal
• Phillips Plastics is a technology driven Company, providing contract manufacturing

services to original equipment manufacturers in the medical, automotive, appliance,
telecommunications, consumer electronics, industrial, defense, and recreational markets

• Phillips Plastics employs more than 1,600 people; supported by a network of 814 production 
people, 31 quality assurance people, 20 designers, 166 engineers (includes design, process, 
and manufacturing), and 115 toolmakers (includes tool managers, coordinators, team leaders, 
mold makers, mold polishers, machinists, jig and fi xture, EDM specialists, and apprentices)

• Total number of presses is 228, ranging in tonnage from 0.44 to 935
• Phillips Plastics consists of 14 locations throughout the United States, occupying over

718, 737 square feet, with total manufacturing square footage equaling 333,658 square feet
• Facilities are certifi ed to TS 16949:2002, ISO 14001, ISO 13485:2003, and ISO 9001:2000.

Our medical facilities are registered with the FDA for medical device manufacturing and/or 
drug packaging. Facility certifi cates will be supplied upon request

PHILLIPS PLASTICS CORPORATION®

877.508.0257

phillipsplastics.com
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